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vaccine was both as safe and as immunogenic
as the commercial control vaccine (Fig. 3).
The above results set the stage for more
detailed clinical assessment of the vaccine in a
targeted infant population. Thus, a phase I trial
was initiated with 139 2-month-old infants who
received three vaccine doses scheduled at 2, 4,
and 6 months, as recommended for other conjugate anti-Hib vaccines. The test vaccine induced a strong and bactericidal antibody response against Hib in infants (Fig. 4) that fell to
values ranging from 5 to 7 g/mL at 18 months
of age but remained at least five times that
required for long-term protection (Fig. 4A). A
booster dose with sPRP-TT applied to all
groups increased the antibody against Hib titers
by 10-fold. Thus, the capacity of sPRP-TT to
prime an effective immune response against
Hib was demonstrated.
In a second phase II trial, a total of 1141
infants distributed in three groups received
three doses of either sPRP-TT conjugate, sPRPTT mixed with aluminum phosphate, or the
control vaccine (Vaxem-Hib). Of the test infants, 99.7% reached antibody titers above 1
g/mL, which is considered appropriate for
long-lived protection against Hib (28, 29). The
mean IgG anti-PRP titer was 27.4 g/mL for all
infants vaccinated with the sPRP-TT, which is
consistent with previously reported clinical trials (between 7.67 and 35 g/mL) for anti-Hib
vaccines without adjuvant (30, 31).
The present study demonstrates that a synthetic capsular polysaccharide antigen can be
produced on a large scale under GMP conditions and used to manufacture an effective vaccine for human use. The resulting conjugate
vaccine incorporating a synthetic bacterial carbohydrate antigen was demonstrated to be as
safe and immunogenic in humans as alreadylicensed vaccines incorporating the native polysaccharide (32–34). Access to synthetic complex carbohydrate-based vaccines is therefore
feasible and provides an alternative strategy in
the fight against Hib infections. It also sets the
stage for further development of similar approaches against other human pathogens.

31 December 2003; accepted 23 June 2004

Large-Scale Copy Number
Polymorphism in the
Human Genome
Jonathan Sebat,1 B. Lakshmi,1 Jennifer Troge,1 Joan Alexander,1
Janet Young,2 Pär Lundin,3 Susanne Månér,3 Hillary Massa,2
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Anders Zetterberg,3 Michael Wigler1*
The extent to which large duplications and deletions contribute to human genetic
variation and diversity is unknown. Here, we show that large-scale copy number
polymorphisms (CNPs) (about 100 kilobases and greater) contribute substantially
to genomic variation between normal humans. Representational oligonucleotide
microarray analysis of 20 individuals revealed a total of 221 copy number differences representing 76 unique CNPs. On average, individuals differed by 11 CNPs,
and the average length of a CNP interval was 465 kilobases. We observed copy
number variation of 70 different genes within CNP intervals, including genes
involved in neurological function, regulation of cell growth, regulation of metabolism, and several genes known to be associated with disease.
Many of the genetic differences between humans
and other primates are a result of large duplications and deletions (1–3). From these observations, it is reasonable to expect that differences in
gene copy number could be a significant source of
genetic variation between humans. A few examples of large duplication polymorphisms have
been reported (4). However, because of previous
limitations in the power to determine DNA
copy number at high resolution throughout the
genome, the extent to which copy number polymorphisms (CNPs) contribute to human genetic
diversity is unknown.

In our previous studies of human cancer
with the use of representational oligonucleotide microarray analysis (ROMA), we have
detected many genomic amplifications and
deletions in tumor genomes when analyzed in
comparison to an unrelated normal genome
(5), but some of these genetic differences
could be due to germline CNPs. To correctly
interpret genomic data relating to cancer and
other diseases, we must distinguish abnormal
genetic lesions from normal CNPs.
We used ROMA to investigate the extent
of copy number variation between normal
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cations. Figure 2 presents array data and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) confirmation for CNPs 15, 21, 32, and 56, which
encompass the full length of genes RAB6C,
NT_016297.17, DUSP22, and PPYR1, respectively. By interphase FISH, we confirmed a deletion of RAB6C (Fig. 2B), a
duplication of PPYR1 (Fig. 2D), and a deletion of NT_016297.17 (Fig. 2F). By metaphase FISH, CNP32 was determined to involve an interchromosomal duplication of a
region containing the DUSP22 gene on 6p25
and 16p11.2 (Fig. 2, G, H, and I). FISH
results were inconclusive for CNPs 68, 69,
and 73. In these cases, FISH signals were too
numerous, and a consensus copy number
could not be reached. CNPs 68 and 69 were
validated by other means (table S2); thus, 11
of 12 CNPs were validated by one of two
methods, which is consistent with a false
positive rate of about 10%.
Additional validation of CNPs was obtained by microarray analysis of genomic
representations made with a different restriction enzyme. A pair of individuals analyzed
by Bgl II–ROMA (experiment JA437, table
S1) was also analyzed with Hind III representations and arrays of Hind III probes
(JT393). The results of Bgl II–ROMA and
Hind III–ROMA were generally in agreement
(8). In addition, because of differences in the
genomic distribution of Hind III probes,

Chromosome

individuals. ROMA measures the relative
concentration of DNA in two samples by
hybridizing differentially labeled samples to
a set of probes. Briefly, the complexity of the
samples is reduced by making Bgl II genomic
representations, consisting of small (200 to
1200 base pair) Bgl II restriction fragments
amplified by adaptor-mediated polymerase
chain reaction of genomic DNA (6 ). Oligonucleotide microarray probes are designed in
silico from the human genome sequence assembly to be complementary with these fragments and are further optimized by performance (7 ). Microarrays are used to analyze
genomic representations of unrelated individuals. Hybridization data are analyzed with a
hidden Markov model (HMM) that is designed to distinguish differences between the
DNA copy number and other variation in
probe ratios, which can result from experimental noise or sequence polymorphisms at
the restriction endonuclease sites used to
make the representations (8).
Observed differences in the copy number
of genome segments between samples from
two individuals could reflect germline differences or somatic variation. Therefore, we
sampled multiple tissues and Epstein-Barr
virus–immortalized lymphoblastoid cell lines
(LCLs) from a subset of the donors in this
study (8), and by comparing the variants detected in the same donor, we determined that
somatic mutations occurring in whole blood
and LCLs were located exclusively within
gene clusters encoding T cell receptors or
immunoglobulins (fig. S1 and table S2),
which most likely reflects normal V(D)J-type
recombination of T cells and B cells, respectively. Therefore, the use of blood and LCLs
as sources of genetic material for this study
was not problematic.
In experiments with Bgl II representations, we identified 210 differences in 20
donors (excluding somatic differences, Fig.
1). For the sake of simplicity, overlapping
CNPs from different experiments were assumed to represent the same polymorphism
even if they did not overlap perfectly. Based
on these criteria, we identified a nonredundant set of 71 CNPs (table S1).
Nine of twelve CNPs were unambiguously confirmed by cytogenetic analysis (Fig. 2
and fig. S2). Five CNPs were found to be
hemizygous deletions, and four were dupli-
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some unique CNPs were identified, bringing
the total of copy number differences identified in this study to 221 and the total of
unique CNPs to 76.
Our study population consisted of 20 individuals from a variety of geographic backgrounds. These results provide an indication
of the extent of human copy number variation
and the frequency of the most common alleles. In all experiments, there were a total of
221 observed copy number differences (not
including somatic differences) comprising a
nonredundant set of at least 76 CNPs (Fig. 1
and table S2). There was an average of 11
CNPs between two individuals, with an average length of 465 kb and a median length of
222 kb. At least five of these polymorphisms
have been described previously (9–13). The
overwhelming majority of CNPs were previously unidentified. About half of the above
CNPs were recurrent in multiple individuals.
The CNPs observed here represent only a
subset of the total CNPs in the population.
For example, some CNPs that have previously been reported were not observed in this
study (14, 15). Undoubtedly, an increase in
the size of our study population would reveal
additional CNPs, as would an increase in the
density of probe coverage. By comparing
Hind III and Bgl II results and analyzing Bgl
II results with replicate samples, we estimate
that in any given experiment we may miss up
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Fig. 1. Genome-wide map of CNPs identiﬁed by ROMA. The position of all CNPs (excluding somatic
differences) is shown. CNPs identiﬁed in multiple individuals (by Bgl II–ROMA) are indicated in
yellow, and CNPs observed in only one individual are indicated in red. Additional CNPs identiﬁed
by one Hind III–ROMA experiment are indicated in blue. Symbols denoting CNPs are not drawn to
scale. Genome assembly gaps in pericentromeric and satellite regions are indicated by gray boxes.
Genomic regions where recurring de novo rearrangements cause the developmental disorders
Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes, cat eye syndrome, DiGeorge/velocardiofacial syndrome,
and spinal muscular atrophy are labeled A, B, C, and D, respectively.
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to 30% of the large-scale copy number
changes that we ought to find (table S3). In
addition, there are theoretical limits to the
detection of CNPs with only 85,000 probes.
Based on Poisson distributions of probes and
the probabilities of detecting CNPs of given
lengths, we estimate that there are 226 nonredundant CNPs in our study population covering 44 Mb of the genome (table S4).
CNPs were widely distributed throughout the genome. Some locations such as
6cen, 8pter, and 15q13-14 contained clusters of three to four CNPs, which may be
evidence that these regions are “hotspots”
of copy number variation. We observed no
CNPs on the X chromosome. This may be
due to the underrepresentation of females
in our study population (16 donors and
SKN1 were male). A larger study would be
necessary to determine if selective pressure
against copy number variation is greater on
the X chromosome than on autosomes, or if
it is especially apparent in the X chromosomes present in males.
CNPs were frequently located near other

3

A

types of chromosomal rearrangements. Some
CNPs occurred within genomic regions where
recurring de novo rearrangements are causes of
developmental disorders, specifically, PraderWilli and Angelman syndromes, cat eye syndrome, DiGeorge/velocardiofacial syndrome,
and spinal muscular atrophy (labeled A, B, C,
and D, respectively, in Fig. 1). These CNPs are
not directly implicated in the above diseases,
but they may reflect the instability of these
genomic regions. A preliminary analysis of the
duplication content of CNPs determined that
30% of the sequence within intervals of polymorphic deletions consists of segmental duplications, a sixfold enrichment relative to the
genome average. As would be expected, a
greater enrichment (12-fold) was observed for
polymorphic duplications (16). The former is
consistent with previous observations of a positive correlation between segmental duplications and microdeletions (17, 18). A more thorough characterization of CNP junctions at the
sequence level is necessary to determine a
causal relationship between the two. Fixed
segmental duplications, unstable regions, and
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Fig. 2. Validation of ROMA results by FISH. (A), (C), (E), and
(G) show CNPs identiﬁed by ROMA and include the CNP
identiﬁcation number, the name of one gene located entirely
within the interval, and the experiment name. (B), (D), (F), (H),
and (I) show cytogenetic analyses of one or both individuals
with probes that target the same CNP intervals. In all panels,
the polymorphic probe is labeled red. In interphase cells [(B), (D), and (F)], a control probe (labeled
green) was also included to conﬁrm that cells were diploid. (B) CNP15 probe in GM11322 cells; (D)
CNP56 probe in GM10470 cells; (F) CNP21 probe in GM10470 cells; (H) CNP32 probe in GM10540
cells; (I) CNP32 probe in SKN1 cells. In (I), one parental copy of chromosome 16 in SKN1 lacks the
duplication (arrow).

CNPs are probably manifestations of the
same underlying process. Just as chromosomal rearrangements have played a significant
role in primate evolution and human disease,
structural polymorphisms may play an analogous role in determining genetic diversity
within the human population.
We observed copy number variation of 70
genes (table S5). Variation in the dosage of
individual genes can lead to a profound phenotype; for instance, the familial inheritance of
gene copy number variants is a cause of some
neurological disorders (19, 20). Notably, one of
the donors in this study was determined to carry
a deletion of COH1 (CNP48), a gene whose
inactivation causes the autosomal recessive disease Cohen syndrome (21). Several additional
CNPs contained genes involved in neurodevelopment, such as GTF2H2, ATOH1, CASPR3,
CHRFAM7A, and NCAM2. Other compelling
examples from table S5 include the Enhancer of
Split (TLE1) and RAB6C, which are implicated
in leukemia and drug resistance in breast cancer, respectively (22, 23). Lastly, some CNPs
identified in this study involve genes with a
known influence on “normal” human phenotypes. For example, we observed triplication
of the neuropeptide-Y4 receptor (PPYR1,
Fig. 2, C and D), a gene that is directly
involved in the regulation of food intake
and body weight (24 ). Thus, a relationship
between CNPs and susceptibility to health
problems such as neurological disease, cancer, and obesity is an intriguing possibility.
Owing to their size and gene content,
CNPs are unlikely to be selectively neutral.
Indeed, a large proportion of CNPs observed
in this study are rare (i.e., they occur once in
20 donors). A preliminary analysis of the
comparative frequency of variants (25) suggests that CNP as a class is under negative
selection. However, more data are required to
reach this conclusion with confidence.
As evident by ROMA, there is considerable structural variation in the human genome, most of which was not previously
apparent by other methods of genomic analysis. Previous studies using array comparative genomic hybridization have identified a
handful of large-scale polymorphisms (26,
27). For example, by using a 1-Mb-resolution
bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) array,
Shaw-Smith et al. detected five inherited
CNPs from a set of 50 patients with developmental disabilities (27 ). The ROMA chips
used here have a resolution of approximately
one probe every 35 kb, which accounts for
much of the enhanced sensitivity of our method. Furthermore, by designing oligonucleotide probes that are free of repetitive sequence, by empirically selecting 85,000
probes that yield maximum signal, and by
reducing the complexity of the genome,
ROMA achieves a ratio of signal-tobackground superior to that which can be
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Integrase Inhibitors and Cellular
Immunity Suppress Retroviral
Replication in Rhesus Macaques
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We describe the efﬁcacy of L-870812, an inhibitor of HIV-1 and SIV integrase,
in rhesus macaques infected with the simian-human immunodeﬁciency virus
(SHIV) 89.6P. When initiated before CD4 cell depletion, L-870812 therapy
mediated a sustained suppression of viremia, preserving CD4 levels and permitting the induction of virus-speciﬁc cellular immunity. L-870812 was also
active in chronic infection; however, the magnitude and durability of the effect
varied in conjunction with the pretreatment immune response and viral load.
These studies demonstrate integrase inhibitor activity in vivo and suggest that
cellular immunity facilitates chemotherapeutic efﬁcacy in retroviral infections.
The substantial incidence of resistance observed in therapy-experienced patients and
newly acquired HIV-1 infections (1–5) underscores the need for new antiretroviral agents, as
well as the importance of maximizing the du1
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rability of available therapies. All oral agents
licensed to treat HIV-1 disease target two of the
three essential, virally encoded enzymes, reverse transcriptase and protease (6–8). The third
HIV-1 enzyme, integrase, inserts the viral DNA
into the cellular genome through a multistep
process that includes two catalytic reactions: 3⬘
endonucleolytic processing of the viral DNA
ends and strand transfer or joining of the viral
and cellular DNAs (9, 10). Compounds that
selectively inhibit strand transfer have provided
proof of concept for integrase as a chemotherapeutic target for HIV-1 infection in vitro (11).
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In this investigation we used a novel strandtransfer inhibitor, L-870812 (12) (Fig. 1), which
exhibits potent antiviral activity in vitro against
both HIV-1 and the simian lentivirus, SIV [95%
inhibition concentration (IC95) of 250 and 350
nM, respectively, in 50% human and rhesus
serum] and favorable pharmacokinetics in rhesus macaques [oral bioavailability ⫽ 64% and
half-time (t1/2) ⫽ 5 hours] to assess the efficacy
of such inhibitors in vivo. The studies were
designed to evaluate integrase inhibitors as
a new class of antiretroviral agents and to
examine the role of viral-specific cellular
immunity in chemotherapeutic intervention
using SHIV 89.6P-infected rhesus macaques as an experimental model of earlyand late-stage retroviral infection.
Rhesus macaques infected with SHIV 89.6P
exhibit an atypical, accelerated disease marked
by a profound depletion of CD4 cells concomitant with progression from acute viremia to a
chronic phase at about 2 weeks after infection

Fig. 1. The structure of L-870812, a napthyridine carboxamide that inhibits the strandtransfer activity of recombinant HIV and SIV
integrase in vitro (IC50 ⫽ 40 nM).
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attained by hybridization of total genomic
DNA to an array of BACs. Thus, ROMA
has additional advantages even compared
with arrays with “complete” coverage of
the genome, such as the 32,000-probe tilingpath BAC array (28). Further developments of
ROMA are under way, including a 380,000probe microarray, which promise to reveal a
great deal more about large-scale polymorphism in the human genome.

